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Abstract

Many real-world video analysis applications require the abil-
ity to identify domain-speciic events, such as interviews
and commercials in TV news broadcasts, or action sequences
in ilm. Unfortunately, pre-trained models to detect all the
events of interest in video may not exist, and training new
models from scratch can be costly and labor-intensive. In
this paper, we explore the utility of specifying new events
in video in a more traditional manner: by writing queries
that compose the outputs of existing, pre-trained models. To
write these queries, we have developed Rekall, a library that
exposes a data model and programming model for composi-
tional video event speciication. Rekall represents video an-
notations from diferent sources (object detectors, transcripts,
etc.) as spatiotemporal labels associated with continuous vol-
umes of spacetime in a video, and provides operators for
composing labels into queries that model new video events.
We demonstrate the use of Rekall in analyzing video from
cable TV news broadcasts and ilms. In these eforts, ana-
lysts were able to quickly (in a few hours to a day) author
queries to detect new events. These queries were often on
par with or more accurate than learned approaches (6.5 F1
points more accurate on average).

1 Introduction

Modern machine learning techniques can robustly annotate
large video collections with basic information about their
audiovisual contents (e.g., face bounding boxes, people/ob-
ject locations, time-aligned transcripts). However, many real-
world video applications require exploring a more diverse set
of events in video. For example, our recent eforts to analyze
cable TV news broadcasts required models to detect inter-
view segments and commercials. A ilm production team
may wish to quickly ind common segments such as action
sequences to put into a movie trailer. An autonomous vehicle
development team may wish to mine video collections for
events like traic light changes or obstructed left turns to
debug the car’s prediction and control systems.

Unfortunately, pre-trained models to detect these domain-
speciic events often do not exist, given the large number and
diversity of potential events of interest. Training models for
new events can be diicult and expensive, due to the large
cost of labeling a training set from scratch, and the computa-
tion time and human skill required to then train an accurate
model. Our experiences suggest that it is important to enable

more agile video analysis worklows where an analyst, faced
with a video dataset and an idea for a new event of interest
(but only a small number of labeled examples, if any), can
quickly author an initial model for the event, immediately
inspect the model’s results, and then iteratively reine the
model to meet the accuracy needs of the end task.
To enable these agile, human-in-the-loop video analysis

worklows, we take a more traditional approach: specifying
novel events in video as queries that programmatically com-

pose the outputs of existing, pre-trained models. Since heuristic
composition does not require additional model training and
is cheap to evaluate, analysts can immediately inspect query
results as they iteratively reine queries to overcome chal-
lenges such as modeling complex event structure and dealing
with imperfect source video annotations (missed object de-
tections, misaligned transcripts, etc.).
To facilitate a query-based approach for detecting novel

events of interest in video, we developed Rekall, a library
that exposes a data model and programming model for com-

positional video event speciication, illustrated in Figure 1.
Rekall adapts ideas from multimedia databases [2, 4, 7, 9ś
12] and complex event processing systems for temporal data
streams [3, 5, 8] to the modern video analysis landscape.
Rekall adopts a uniied representation of multi-modal

video annotations, the spatiotemporal label, to compose video
annotations from multiple data sources that may be sampled
at diferent temporal resolutions (e.g., a car detection on a
single frame from a deep neural network, the duration of a
word over half a second in a transcript), and uses composi-
tions of these labels to express complex event structure and
deine increasingly higher-level video events.
Rekall’s data model and programming model have al-

lowed for rapid, accurate detection of new events in real-
world analyses of cable TV news broadcasts and ilms, and
data mining vehicle logs for training data curation and de-
bugging of vehicle perception and control systems at a major
venture-backed commercial autonomous vehicle company.
In a formal evaluation against learned approaches, Rekall
queries achieved accuracy scores that were on average 6.5
F1 points more accurate than the learned baselines.

2 System Overview

To better understand compositional video event speciication
with Rekall, consider a situation where an analyst, seeking
to understand sources of bias in TV political coverage, wishes
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Figure 1. Overview of a compositional video event speciication worklow. An analyst pre-processes a video collection to
extract basic annotations about its contents (e.g., face detections from an of-the-shelf deep neural network and audio-aligned
transcripts). The analyst then writes and iteratively reines Rekall queries that compose these annotations to specify new
events of interest, until query outputs are satisfactory for use by downstream analysis applications.

to tabulate the total time spent interviewing a political can-
didate in a large collection of TV news video. Performing
this analysis requires identifying video segments that con-
tain interviews of the candidate. Since extracting TV news
interviews is a unique task, we assume a pre-trained com-
puter vision model is not available to the analyst. However,
it is reasonable to expect that an analyst does have access to
widely available tools for detecting and identifying faces in
the video, and to the video’s time-aligned text transcripts.

Common knowledge of TV news broadcasts suggests that
interview segments tend to feature shots containing faces
of the candidate and the show’s host framed together, in-
terleaved with headshots of just the candidate. Therefore, a
irst try at an interview detector query with Rekall might
attempt to ind segments featuring this temporal pattern
of face detections. Reinements to this initial query might
require parts of the sequence to align with common phrases
like łwelcome" and łthank for you being here." As illustrated
in Figure 1, arriving at an accurate query for a dataset often
requires multiple iterations of the analyst reviewing query
results and modifying the query; Rekall’s programmatic
interface allows rapid iteration and interpretable ine-tuning.

3 Preliminary Results

Task Learned Baseline Rekall

Interview 87.3 ± 2.4 95.5

Commercial 90.9 ± 1.0 94.9

Conversation 79.4 ± 2.3 71.8

Shot Detect 83.2 ± 1.0 84.1

Shot Scale 70.1 ± 0.8 96.2

Table 1. In three representative tasks drawn from video anal-
ysis of cable TV news broadcasts and ilm, Rekall queries
are more accurate than learned baselines.

We have written Rekall queries for video analysis tasks
from media bias studies of cable TV news broadcasts and
cinematography studies of Hollywood ilms. Table 1 shows
F1 scores for some of these queries compared to learned
baselines for interview detection and commercial detection

in TV news, and conversation detection, shot transition de-
tection, and shot scale classiication in ilm. For the learned
baselines, we trained three learning approaches and report
the best score for each task: ResNet-50 image classiication
(pre-trained on ImageNet) [1, 13], with and without temporal
smoothing over the outputs, and Conv3D ResNet-34-backed
action recognition pre-trained on Kinetics [6].
These Rekall queries composed the outputs of face de-

tectors, pose estimations, and color histograms, and were
developed by analysts with little prior Rekall experience in
a short amount of time ś ranging from an afternoon to two
days ś but they often achieved higher accuracies than the
learned baselines (6.5 F1 points more accurate on average).
Rekall queries have also been used to drive human-in-

the-loop worklows. At a major venture-backed commercial
autonomous vehicle company, Rekall queries are used to
focus human labeler efort by surfacing rare but important
scenarios, such as situations where traic lights are behaving
in unexpected ways. We have also used Rekall queries to
drive video content retrieval tasks, such as supercuts of ilm
idioms or movie trailer creation; see htp://www.danfu.org/
projects/rekall-aisystems2019/ for examples and a technical
report with more details on the experiments and use cases.

4 Discussion

By adapting ideas from complex event analysis over tem-
poral streams to the video domain, Rekall gives analysts a
new tool for quickly specifying video events of interest. We
believe productive systems for compositional video event
speciication stand to play an important role in the develop-
ment of traditional machine learning pipelines by, for exam-
ple, helping engineers write programs that surface a more
diverse set of training examples for better generalization, or
enabling search for anomalous model outputs (feeding active
learning loops). We hope that our experiences encourage the
community to explore techniques that allow video analysis
eforts to more efectively utilize human domain expertise
and more seamlessly provide solutions that move along a
spectrum between traditional query programs and learned
models.
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